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New Tongtai MT Series Lathes have Twin Spindles and Individual
Machining Zones.
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New Machines
Machines4sale.com is an award
winning portal for engineers to find
new and used machine tools which
are currently for sale worldwide
including lathes, milling machines,
EDM and die sinking machines,
surface and cylindrical grinders,
lasers, punching and nibbling
machines, power presses, press
brakes, rolls, guillotines, welders
and compressors, both CNC and
conventional.
Leading manufacturers featuring on
the site include Mori Seiki, Mazak,
Colchester, Bridgeport, XYZ,
Dugard, Okuma, Mitsubishi, Myford,
Emco, Haas, Trumpf, GF Machining
Solutions, Deckel, Sodick, Huron,
Hurco, Fanuc, Maho, Kitamura, LVD,
Promecam, Takisawa, Fadal,
Miyano, Strippit, Amada, Bystronic,
Brother, Danobat, Cincinnati, DSG,
Meddings, Nakamura, Lumsden,
Ajax, Nisshinbo, Devlieg, Boxford,
Edwards Pearson, Makino, Tornos,
Hardinge, Daewoo, Whitney,
Leadwell, Tsugami, Herbert, Ward,
Boko, Jones & Shipman, Rambaudi,
Webster Bennett, Harrison, Asquith.
Bronx, Brown & Sharp, Citizen,
DMG, Ona, Adira, Correa, Moline,
Gildemeister, Ikegai, American, Kia,
EMIMEC, Denford, Komatsu, Hare,
Fuji, Doosan, Chipmaster, Hartford,
Kearney & Trecker, Kia and Yang.
The engineering and manufacturing
news pages enable companies to
keep up to date with the latest
technological and business
developments within the industry,
and provide a valuable resource to
help them optimise their own
businesses.
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Tongtai’s newest MT Series Lathes were developed for improving cycle times

RK International Machine Tools

and turning processes for the automotive industry where small parts are typically
made within 60 seconds. After many years of working together on customizing
machines and turnkey projects with automotive customers worldwide, Tongtai

ETMM magazine

developed the MT series for precision turning, high production volume, automatic
production, and insertion into massproduction lines.

The MT Series has twin spindles and two individual machining areas. The turrets

The Manufacturers Success
Connection

and spindles are designed parallel to each other. This design makes parts which
need two processes be finished on one machine. With the addition of a gantry
type robot, utilization of floor space increases while labor costs decrease.
Depending on cycle time, single robot arm/single stocker and twin robot

RK International

arms/twin stockers for high production chucking work are both available on the
MS/MT series CNC lathes. These lathes come equipped with either 6” or 8”
chucks on spindles that rotate at 6,000/4,500 RPMs respectively. The MT control

Rainford Precision

offers a robot teaching function that the operator can adjust positioning. The
function coordinates the robot arm, onscreen positioning diagram, input
coordinates, number and names of positions, three axes settings and single axis
settings.

WNT Total Tooling

The work area on the main structure of the lathes has two individual working
areas whose bed structure is separate. This design decreases the transferring of
harmonic vibration providing excellent machining accuracy and high quality

Universal Robots

surface finishes. The compact structure allows for a short cutting flow from start
to finish which enhances machining rigidity and heavy cutting ability. Maximum
swing diameter is 210mm with a machining diameter of 210mm or 120mm (with
robotic arm), and machining length of 145mm or 100mm (with robotic arm).

Vero CAD/CAM/CAE Software

Lantek Sheet Metal Solutions

The MT series lathes are equipped with workpiece positioning protection to
ensure sealing between the workpiece surface and chuck. Pneumatic pressure
leaks can be detected, and if this occurs, the robot arm will reload the workpiece.

Mortimer Engineering PR

Gantry type robotic arm is able to process 3 axes movement and is driven by a
servomotor. The programmable arm allows the operator to adjust positioning
points and moving routes. Rapid traverse for the robotic arm are 160m/minute in

XYZ Machine Tools

X, 120m/minute in Y, and 35m/minute in Z. The rotary axis moves at 180° in one
second.

Perfection Global LLC

The pallet stocker comes in 3 types, 3 poles and a center, 3 poles, and central pole
type. The number of pallets ranges from 10, 14, and 16 with allowable part
diameters all at 30mmΦ through 150mmΦ.

The MT series comes standard with coolant through the spindle, A25 or A26
spindle nose, 0.001” indexing increments, 4,500 RPMs or 6,000 optional. With
cutting feed rates of 0.0015,000mm/minute this horizontal turning center is
perfect for high production fastpaced manufacturing environments.
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